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Let Kk be an extension of degree p2 over a p-adic number field k with the Galois
group G. We study the Galois module structure of the ring OK of integers in K. We
determine conditions under which the invariant factors of Kummer orders OK
t
in OK
of two extensions coincide with each other and give two examples, one of which shows
there exist Kummer extensions K and L with D(K)=D(L) such that OK and OL
are not ZpG-isomorphic. The other shows the existence of extensions F and K such
that OF and OK are isomorphic over ZpG but not over okG.  1997 Academic Press
Let p be an odd prime. Let k be a p-adic number field and Kk be a
cyclic Kummer extension of degree p2. Then the Galois group of Kk is
isomorphic to a cyclic group G of order p2, so the ring OK of integers of
K is an okG-module via this isomorphism. Fro lich [4] defined the
Kummer order OK
t
of OK as follows. Let / be a character of G and define
OK (/) by
OK (/)=[: # OK | g(:)=/(g) : for all g # G].
Then the order OK
t
is defined to be the direct sum / OK (/) of OK (/),
where / runs over characters of G. Let ? be a prime element of k
and [?dh | 0h<p2] be the invariant factors of OK
t
in OK (cf. Curtis and
Reiner [2, Section 4D]). Then
d0d1 } } } dp2&1 .
The main aim of this paper is to obtain conditions under which the
invariant factors D(F ) and D(K) of two Kummer extensions F and K are
the same (Theorem 12).
Elder [3] obtained the decomposition of OK into ZpG-indecomposable
modules. We apply his theorem with theorems obtained in this paper to
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give two examples. One example shows there exist Kummer extensions K
and L with D(K)=D(L) such that OK and OL are not ZpG-isomorphic
(Corollary 1 to Theorem 8). The other shows the existence of extensions F
and K such that OF and OK are isomorphic over Zp G but not over okG
(Corollary 2 to Theorem 13).
Throughout this paper, we assume that k contains a primitive p2 th root
of 1 and extensions Kk are cyclic totally ramified Kummer extensions. In
the first section, using Wyman’s results [8], we determine the invariant fac-
tors of extensions of degree p (Theorem 1). Next we give definitions of
three types of extensions of degree p2 (Type IType III), we obtain condi-
tions for OK to be equal to OK
t
(Theorem 2). In the second section, we
construct integral bases of extensions of three types (Theorems 3, 4, and 5).
In the rest of this paper except for the last section, we investigate condi-
tions for D(F ) and D(K) to be the same. Since there are three types, we
need to distinguish six cases. To avoid unnecessary complication, we
assume the first ramification numbers c1(F ) and c1(K) are equal and then
obtain conditions for D(F )=D(K) (Theorems 612 in Sections 37). In
the third section, we show that if OF and OK are oG-isomorphic, then
c1(F )=c1(K) (Proposition 2), which is another reason for assuming
c1(F )=c1(K). In the last section, Section 8, we obtain conditions under
which the ring OK of an extension K of Type II is okG-isomorphic to the
ring OF of Type I (Theorem 13).
1. KUMMER ELEMENT
Let k be a finite extension of a p-adic number field Qp and assume k con-
tains a primitive p2 th root % of 1. Denote ok by o and a prime element of
k by ?. Let e be the absolute ramification index and valk the valuation of
k(valk(?)=1). Let Nk be a cyclic Kummer extension of degree p with the
first ramification number c1(N). Then there exists :1 of ON with : p1 # k and
N=k(:1), which is called a Kummer element. We apply Wyman’s results
[8, Proposition 9 and Corollary 13] and obtain the following theorem, in
which [x] stands for an integer n with nx<n+1.
Theorem 1. Let Nk be a cyclic Kummer totally ramified extension of
degree p and ON
t
be the Kummer order. Then N satisfies exactly one of (i)
and (ii):
(i) c1(N)= pe( p&1). Then for some Kummer element :1 with
valN(:1)=1,
ON= ON
t
=o+o:1+ } } } +o: p&11 .
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(ii) 0<c1(N)<pe( p&1) with (c1(N), p)=1. Then there is a Kummer
element :1 with (valN(:1&1), p)=1 such that
valN(:1&1)+c1= pe( p&1),
ON
t
=o+o:1+ } } } +o: p&11 ,
and
ON= :
p&1
h=0
o(:1&1)h?dh,
where dh=[hvalN(:1&1)p].
Next we consider totally ramified Kummer extensions Kk of degree p2.
Let c1(K) (=c1) and c2(K) (=c2) be the first and second ramification
numbers of Kk, respectively, and let K1 be a subfield of degree p in K. Let
OK
t
be the Kummer order in OK as in the Introduction. There is a Kummer
element : of OK
t
, which we refer to as a KE-element, that satisfies one of
the following conditions:
(I) valK (:)=0 and (valK (:&1), p2)=1,
(II) valK (:)=0 and (valK (:&1), p2)= p,
(III) valK (:)>0 and (valK (:), p2)= p,
(IV) valK (:)=1.
We see easily that OK
t
cannot contain Kummer elements of distinct types
and hence we can define types of extensions. K is called to be of Type I if
O contains a KE-element satisfying (I), and so on.
Finally, we seek conditions under which OK
t
coincides with OK .
Theorem 2. Let Kk be a totally ramified Kummer extension of degree
p2 and : a KE-element. Then OK
t
=OK if and only if valK (:)=1 or
valK (:&1)=1.
Proof. First we prove the part of ‘‘if.’’ In case valK (:)=1, clearly
OK
t
= :
p2&1
h=0
o:h=OK .
In case valK (:&1)=1, we observe
OK
t
=o[:]=o[:&1]=OK .
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Next we prove the part of ‘‘only if.’’ First, suppose valK (:)= p, then
OK {OK1+OK1 :+ } } } +OK1 :
p&1$ OK
t
, a contradiction. Next suppose
valK (:&1)2, then by Theorem 1, dp&1=[[( p&1) valK (:&1)]p]1,
which implies OK { OK1 [:] a contradiction. Thus valK (:) = 1 or
valK (:&1)=1.
2. INTEGRAL BASES
In this section, we construct integral bases of extensions of three types I,
II, III. Let ci=ci (K) be the i th ramification number of Kk for i=1, 2. For
an integer n, rp(n) (=r(n)) denotes the remainder on dividing n by p. Then
we have r(c1)#r(c2) (mod p) (for example, see [7, p. 77, Proposition 11]).
Let s(K)=r( pe0&c1), denoted by s, and s$(K)=r( p2e0&c2), where e0=
e( p&1). Then s$(K)=s. Let t=t(K)=[( pe0&c1)p] and t$=t$(K)=
[ p2e0&c2)p]; then
pt+s= pe0&c1 , pt$+s= p2e0&c2 . (1)
Let : be a KE-element of K and K1=k(: p). By Theorem 1, we have
Kummer elements :1 and :2 such that K1=k(:1) and K=K1(:2). Then,
noting c1 #c2 (mod p), we can prove
Proposition 1. valK1 (:1) = 1 if and only if valK (:) = 1, i.e., K is of
Type IV.
Theorem 2 and Proposition 1 allow us to exclude extensions of Type IV
from consideration in the rest of this paper. Now we deal with extensions
of Type I, which are usually denoted by F, F $ in the following. Then : p
can be taken as a Kummer element :1 in Theorem 1 for F1 k, so
valF1(:
p&1)+c1= pe0 . Since valF (:&1)<p2e0 , valF1(:
p&1)=valF (:&1),
and by (1), pt+s=valF1(:
p&1) and pt$+s=valF (:&1). Thus
t=t$. (2)
Since (valF (:&1), p2)=1, we can easily prove
Theorem 3. Let Fk be a totally ramified extension of Type I. Then
(i) For 0h<p2, dh=[( pt+s) hp2].
(ii) [(: p&1) j (:&1) i?dh | 0h= pj+i<p2] is a basis of OF .
(iii) [:h | 0h<p2] is a basis of OF
t
.
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Next we deal with extensions of Type II, usually denoted by K as before.
Let
valK (:&1)= pu, (3)
so (u, p)=1 by the definition of a KE-element :. By Theorem 1, we can
take Kummer elements :1 for K1 k and :2 for KK1 with valK (:1&1)=
p( pt+s) and valK (:2&1)= pt$+s.
Lemma 1. Let : be a Kummer element of Type II in OK
t
. Then we have
ut$ and ut.
Proof. We have that for some element a of OK1 , :=a:
i
2 with 0<i<p,
and denote :i2 by :2 for brevity. Since :&1=a&1+a(:2&1) and
(valK (:2&1), p)=1, we have valK (:&1)=valK (a&1). valK (:&1)=
min[valK (a&1), valK (:2&1)], so valK (:&1)valK (:2&1) and by (3),
ut$. Moreover we observe valK1(:
p&1)= pu (cf. [8, Theorem 1]). By the
above arguments replaced : and :2 by : p and :1 , we have ut.
Lemma 2. There are elements a0 , ..., ap&1 of o such that
valK \(:1&1)& :
p&1
i=0
ai (:&1) i+= p( pt+s)+ p(t$&u)+s.
Proof. By (u, s)=1, s#iu (mod p) for 0<some i<p. Then we can find
an element ai of o such that
val((:1&1)&ai (:&1) i)>val(:1&1),
where val=valK . Let :=a:2 as in the proof of Lemma 1, so a is a unit of
OK1 . Let
x=ai (:&1) i&ai (a&1) i&iai (a&1) i&1 a(:2&1),
so
:1&1&ai (:&1) i=:1&1&ai (a&1) i&ia1(a&1) i&1 a(:2&1)&x.
Then, by Lemma 1, val(a&1)<val(:2&1) and hence,
val(x)>val(ai (a&1) i&1 a(:2&1))
= p( pt+s)+ p(t$&u)+s.
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Therefore, since p | (val(:1&1&ai (a&1) i)) and (s, p)=1, val(:1&1&
ai (:&1) i)=min[val(:1&1&ai (a&1) i), p( pt+s)+ p(t$&u)+s]. Thus,
applying the above arguments repeatedly, we can conclude Lemma 2.
Since ( p( pt+s)+ p(t$&u)+s, p)=1, we can prove
Theorem 4. Let Kk be a totally ramified extension of Type II, : a
KE-element and # as given in Lemma 2. Then
(i) For 0h=pj+i<p2, dh=[[pui+( p( pt+s)+p(t$&u)+s) j]p2].
(ii) [(:&1) i # j?dh | 0h<p2] is a basis of OK .
(iii) [:i: j1 | 0h<p
2] is a basis of OK
t
.
Finally we deal with extensions of Type III with KE-elements :, usually
denoted by L. Replacing : by :i if necessary, we may assume valL(:)= p.
By Theorem 1 and Proposition 1, valL(:1&1)= p( pt+s) for some Kummer
element :1 in L1 . Then applying similar arguments as in the proof of
Lemma 2, we can prove
Lemma 3. There are elements a0 , ..., ap&1 of o such that
valK\(:1&1)& :
p&1
i=0
ai:i+= p( pt+s)+ pt$+s.
Then we have also
Theorem 5. Let Lk be an extension of Type III, : a KE-element and
# as given in Lemma 3. Then
(i) For 0h= pj+i<p2, dh=[[ pi+( p( pt+s)+ pt$+s) j]p2].
(ii) [:i# j?dh | 0h<p2] is a basis of OL .
(iii) [:i: j1 | 0h<p
2] is a basis of OL
t
.
3. TYPE I AND TYPE I
In this section, we obtain first Proposition 2 which states a necessary
condition for OF and OK to be oG-isomorphic. Next we deal with exten-
sions of Type I and obtain conditions for D(F ) and D(K) to be the same.
Proposition 2. Let F and K be of Type I or Type II and assume OF and
OK are oG-isomorphic. Then ci (F )=ci (K) for i=1, 2, and D(F )=D(K).
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Proof. Let F1 and K1 be subextensions of degree p in F and K, respec-
tively, then by the assumption, OF1 and OK1 are isomorphic. Hence, from
[5, Theorem 1], it follows c1(F )=c1(K). Here let dK and dK
t
be the dis-
criminants of OK and OK
t
, then by [1, p. 12, Proposition 4],
[OK : OK
t
]2 dK=dK
t
.
Clearly dK
t
is a square of the determinant of the matrix (%hl)0h, l<p2 . By the
assumption, we easily see D(F )=D(K) and dF=dK . As valk(dK)=( p&1)
( p(c1+1)+c2+1) (cf. [1, p. 36, Proposition 4]), c2(F )=c2(K).
Next we consider extensions of Type I.
Lemma 4. If integers s and s$ satisfy [ jsp]=[ js$p] for 0< j<p, then
s=s$.
Proof. By the assumption, for j=1, [sp]=[s$p] and for j= p&1,
r(s)&1=[( p&1) r(s)p]=[( p&1) r(s$)p]=r(s$)&1, so s=s$.
Theorem 6. Let F and F $ be extensions of Type I. Then D(F )=D(F $)
if and only if c2(F )=c2(F $), which is equivalent to c1(F )=c1(F $).
Proof. By Theorem 3, D(F )=D(F $) if and only if for 0h<p2,
[( pt(F )+s(F )) hp2]=[( pt(F $)+s(F $)) hp2].
Applying Lemma 4 for h= pj with (2), we can conclude Theorem 6.
4. TYPE II AND TYPE II
In this section, we deal with extensions of Type II. Let : and :$ be
Kummer elements of Type II with valK (:&1)= pu and valK$(:$&1)= pu$
as in (3). Then we have
Theorem 7. Let K and K$ be of Type II with c1(K)=c1(K$) and let :
and :$ be KE-elements of Type II in K and K$ with valK (:&1)= pu and
valK (:$&1)= pu$, respectively. Then D(K)=D(K$) if and only if c2(K)=
c2(K$) and u=u$.
Proof. First suppose D(K)=D(K$). Then by Theorem 4 and Lemma 4,
we have u=u$ and as in the proof of Proposition 2, c2(K)=c2(K$). Con-
versely suppose c2(K)=c2(K$) and u=u$, as so by Theorem 4 and (1), we
have D(K)=D(K$).
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5. TYPE II AND TYPE III
In this section, we deal with extensions K and L of Type II and Type III,
respectively.
Theorem 8. Let K and L be cyclic totally ramified Kummer extensions
of Type II and Type III with c1(K)=c1(L), respectively. Then D(K)=D(L)
if and only if c1(L)&c2(K)= p and u(K)=1, where pu(K)=valK (:&1).
Proof. First suppose D(K)=D(L). Then by Theorems 4 and 5,
[u(K) ip]=[ip] for 0i<p, so by Lemma 4, u=1. Moreover, by
Theorems 4 and 5, [(i+s+t$(K)&1)p]=[(i+s+t$(L))p] for 0i<p.
Hence t$(K)&1=t$(L) and c2(L)=c2(K)= p by (1), which completes the
proof of ‘‘only if.’’ From Theorems 4 and 5, we can immediately prove the
part of ‘‘if.’’
Next we prove Corollary 1.
Corollary 1. Let K and L be as in Theorem 8 and assume D(K)=
D(L). Then OK and OL are not ZpG-isomorphic.
Proof. To apply [3, Theorem 1], we remember the notations used in
[3]. Let f be the absolute residue degree of k and let
*2, 1(K)=[(c2(K)+1)( p&1)p], *1, 0(K)=[(c1(K)+1)( p&1)p],
*2, 0(K)=[[(c1(K)+1)( p2&1)+(c2(K)&c1(K))( p&1)]p2].
and E=Zp[%]. Denote by [x] an integer n with n&1<xn and let
c(K)=[*2, 1 p]&*1, 0 . Then from [3, Theorem 1], we know c(K) f copies
of E exactly appear in the decomposition of OK into indecomposable
ZpG-modules. By Theorem 8, c2(L)=c2(K)+ p and, hence, it follows that
if c(K)=c(L) then t$(K)#s (mod p). Here we assume t$(K)#s (mod p)
and see immediately *2, 0(K){*2, 0(L), with which [3, Theorem 1] implies
numbers of an indecomposable module (R2 , Zp R1 ; 1*r) in the decom-
positions of OK and OL are not equal, where r=max[0, [ p(*2, 0&e)c1]].
Hence OK and OL are not ZpG-isomorphic.
6. TYPE I AND TYPE II
In this section, we deal with extensions F and K of Type I and Type II
with c1(F )=c1(K), respectively. First we assume D(F )=D(K). Then
s(F )=s(K) (=s) and t(F )= f (K) (=t). As in the proof of Proposition 2,
c2(F )=c2(K), so by (1) and (2), t$(F )=t$(K)=t. Moreover, by Theorems
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3 and 4, d1(K)=[u(K)p]=d1(F )=[tp], denoted by v. We see
[( p&1) jp]= j&1 for 1< j<p as in the proof of Lemma 4, and from
dp&1(K)=dp&1(F ),
r(u)&1=r(t)&1+[( p&r(t)+s&1)p]r(t)&1.
By Lemma 1 with [u(K)p]=[tp], r(u)=r(t) and so u=t. Now by
Theorems 3 and 4, for h= pj+i,
dh(K)=tj+vi+[[ p(sj+r(t) i)+sj]p2], (4)
dh(F )=tj+vi+[[ p(sj+r(t) i)+si]p2]. (5)
Since (u, p)=1 and u=t, we have r(t){0 and denote r(t) by t for a while.
Let f ( j, i)=dh(K)&dh(F ), so by (4), (5),
f ( j, i)=[[ p(sj+ti)+sj]p2]&[[ p(sj+ti)+si]p2]. (6)
We observe if s=1 then by (6)
f ( j, i)=[( j+ti)p]&[( j+ti)p]=0. (7)
Lemma 5. If s does not divide p&1, then D(F ){D(K).
Proof. By 0<s<p, j0s#p&1 (mod p) for some j0 . Since s |% ( p&1),
j0s>p, and by (6)
f ( j0 , 0)=[( psj0+sj0)p2]&[ psj0 p2]=1,
which implies D(F ){D(K).
Lemma 6. Assume s | ( p&1) and s2. Then if t{s, D(F ){D(K).
Proof. First suppose s |% t and let j0=[ts], then
f ( j0 , p&1)=[[ p(sj0+( p&1) t)+sj0]p2]
&[[ p(sj0+( p&1) t)+s( p&1)]p2]
=&1.
Hence we assume s | t. Put s$=( p&1)s, so s$ is an integer. From s<t
p&1 and s2,
p&1>s$ts= j02.
Then we find an integer satisfying s$j0< j2s$j0 (p&1). Thus
&s$s$& j0 j<0, sj2( p&1)j0p&1.
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Let l= p+s$& j0 j, so p&s$l<p and sls( p&s$)= p(s&1)+1. Then
f (l, j)=[[ ps( j0 j+l )+sl]p2]&[[ ps( j0 j+l )+sj]p2]
=[[ ps( p+s$)+sl]p2]&[[ ps( p+s$)+sj]p2]
=1,
because s>1 and sl>p. Hence, D(F ){D(K).
Finally we consider the case t=s | ( p&1).
Lemma 7. Assume t=s and s | ( p&1). Then for 0i, j<p, f (i, j)=0,
and hence, D(F )=D(K).
Proof. For 0< j<p, j can be written in the form
j= j1s$+ j0 with 0 j1<s and 1 j0s$.
Then sj=( p&1) j1+sj0= pj1+sj0& j1 , so
[sjp]= j1 , r(sj)+[sjp]=sj0 . (8)
Without loss of generality, we can assume j>i. Then by t=s,
f ( j, i)=[[s( j+i)+[sjp]]p]&[[s( j+i)+[sip]]p]
=[[r(sj)+r(si)+[sjp]]p]&[[r(sj)+r(si)+[sip]]p].
By j>i, f (i, j)>0 if and only if for some j and some i,
r(sj)+r(si)+[sjp]p>r(sj)+r(si)+[sip].
Suppose f ( j, i)>0, then by (8),
si0&i1+sj0p>si0+sj0& j1 .
Thus
p+i1si0+sj0<p+ j1 .
Since s | ( p&1) and j1<s, ( p+ j1)p=s$+( j1+1)ss$+1. Therefore,
s$<s$+(i1+1)si0+ j0<s$+1,
which is a contradiction, because i0+ j0 is an integer. This completes the
proof of Lemma 7.
From the above discussions we can conclude the next theorem, which is
one of the main results of this paper.
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Theorem 9. Let F and K be cyclic totally ramified Kummer extensions
of degree p2 with KE-elements :(F ) and :(K) of Type I and Type II,
respectively. Assume c1(F )=c1(K) and let valF (:(F )&1)= pt+s and
valK (:(K)&1)= pu. Then D(F )=D(K) if and only if c2(F )=c2(K), u=t,
and either s=1 or r(t)=s | ( p&1).
7. TYPE I AND TYPE III, SUMMARY
We treat two remaining cases in this section.
Theorem 10. Let L and L$ be extensions of Type III with c1(L)=
c1(L$). Then D(L)=D(L$) if and only if c2(L)=c2(L$).
Proof. By Theorem 5 and the assumption c1(L)=c1(L$), D(L)=D(L$)
if and only if pt+s+t$(L)= pt+s+t$(L$). Since pt$(L)+s+c2(L)= p2e0
by (1), we can conclude Theorem 10.
Finally we deal with extensions F of Type I and extensions L of Type III.
Theorem 11. Let F and L be as above and assume c1(F )=c1(L). Then
D(F ){D(L).
Proof. Suppose D(F )=D(L). Then by Theorems 3 and 5 with
Lemma 4, we have pt(F)+s(F )=1 similarly as in the proof of Theorem 8.
Then by (1) and (2), valF (:(F )&1)=1, so by Theorem 2, OF=OF
t
. Since
L is not of Type IV, we have OL {OL
t
, a contradiction.
We summarize what has just been proved above.
Theorem 12. Let F and K be cyclic totally ramified extensions of degree
p2 with c1(F )=c1(K). Let D(K) be the invariant factors [?dh | 0h<p2] of
OK
t
in OK , and let :(F ) and :(K) be KE-elements. Then D(F )=D(K) if and
only if :(F ) and :(K) satisfy one of the following conditions:
(i)valF (:(F ))=valK (:(K)&1)=1 (Theorem 2).
(ii)valF (:(F ))=valK (:(K))= p and c2(F )=c2(K) (Theorem 10).
(iii)valF(:(F ))=valK (:(K)&1)=p and c2(F)&c2(K)=p (Theorem 8).
(iv)valF (:(F )&1)=valK (:(K)&1)>0 and c2(F )=c2(K) (Theorems
6, 7).
(v)[valF (:(F)&1)p]=[valK (:(K)&1)p] (=t), r(valK(:(K)&1))
=0, c2(F )=c2(K) and either r(val(:(F )&1))=1 or r(valF (:(F )&1))=r(t) |
( p&1) (Theorem 9)
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8. ISOMORPHISM CLASSES
In this last section, we assume p5 and give extensions F and K such
that OF and OK are isomorphic over ZpG but not over oG. Let F and K
be extensions of Type I and Type II with D(F )=D(K) as in Section 6. We
remember t(F )=t(K)= p[tp]+s, s | ( p&1), valK (:(K)&1)= pt. At first
we consider the case r(t)=s2 and assume OF and OK are oG-iso-
morphic. Let v=[tp] as before, then valF (:(F )&1)= p2v+ ps+s and
valK (:(K)&1)= p2v+ ps. For simplicity, denote :(K) and :1(K) by ; and
:1 , respectively. Then for some unit # of o, ; p=#:1 and
valk(#&1)=t= pv+s, valK (:1&1)= p( pt+s). (9)
Let : be a p th root of :1 , so : is a KE-element of Type I and the ring of
integers in k(:) is an oG-module. Then we easily see it is oG-isomorphic to
OF , and hence, we may replace F by k(:) in the following. Moreover,
without loss of generality, we can assume g(:)=%: and g(;)=%; for a
generator g of G. The next lemma is immediately proved.
Lemma 8. Let s be as above and s$=( p&1)s. Then s$+2<p for p5.
From the proof of Lemma 2, we have an element a of o such that
valK (:1&1&a(;&1))= p2t+ ps+s and
valk(a)=( p&1) v+s. (10)
Now we follow the way stated in [6, Section 5] and define an upper tri-
angular matrix A(K)=(ah, l)0h, l<p2 as in the following. Let h= pj+i and
l= pn+m with 0i, j, m, n<p. As [: j1;
i | 0i, j<p] is a basis of OK
t
,
there exist integers ah, l of o such that
(:&1&a(;&1))n (;&1)m= :
0hl
: j1;
iah, l . (11)
Then by Theorem 4, [( : j1 ;
iah, l)?dl | 0l<p2] is a basis of OK .
Similarly, we define a matrix A(F )=(sh, l) by
(:1&1)n (:&1)m= :
0hl
: j1 :
ish, l .
Then we see easily
sh, l=spj+i, pn+m=(&1)n& j \nj+ (&1)m&i \
m
i + . (12)
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For the inverse matrix A(F )&1=(s$h, l), we have
s$h, l=s$pj+i, pn+m=\nj+\
m
i + . (13)
From the assumption OF $OK , it follows there exists an oG-isomorphism
. from OF onto OK . Then .(OF
t
)=OK
t
and hence for some elements
th=tpj+i of o,
.(: j1 :
i)=tpj+i: j1;
i. (14)
Let T be a diagonal matrix whose (h, h)-entries are elements th (0h<p2).
By Theorem 3,
{ :0hl :
j
1:
ish, l ?dl | 0l<p2=
is a basis of OF , so for some elements x$h, l of o,
. \: : j1:ish, l ?dl+= :
0ql \ :0hq :
j
1 ;
iah, q ?dq+ x$q, l .
Let xh, l=?dl&dhx$h, l and X=(xh, l) then by (14), TA(F )=A(K) X and
A(F )&1 TA(F )=A(F )&1 A(K) X. (15)
We observe
(1, ;, ..., ; p&1, :1 , :1;, ..., : p&11 ;
p&1)
=(1, ;&1, ..., (;1) p&1, (:1&1), (:1&1)(;&1), ...,
(:1&1) p&1 (;&1) p&1) A(F )&1.
Let A$(K)=A(F )&1 A(K)=(a$h, l); then by (11),
(:1&1&a(;&1))n (;&1)m=: (:1&1) j (;&1) i a$pj+i, pn+m .
For brevity, denote a$h, l by ah, l again, and let x=:1&1 and y=;&1.
Then
(x&ay)n ym=: x jyiapj+i, pn+m .
By Theorems 3 and 4 with (8), we can directly prove the next lemma.
Lemma 9. Let s, s$, and v be as above. For 0i, j<p, let i=i1s$+i0 ,
j= j1s$+ j0 as in the proof of Lemma 7. Then (i) and (ii) hold:
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(i) If 1 j0+i0s$, dpj+i (F )=dpj+i (K)= pjv+sj+vi+ j1+i1 .
(ii) If s$< j0+i02s$, dpj+i (F )=dpj+i (K)= pjv+sj+vi+ j1+i1+1.
From Lemma 8, we have s$+2<p.
Lemma 10. Let s$=( p&1)s and pn+mp(s$+2)+ p&1. Then
(i)(iii) hold:
(i) For n=s$+1, m= p&1, 0is$ and j=s$&i,
valk(apj+i, p(s$+1)+ p&1)=dp(s$+1)+ p&1&dpj+i&1.
(ii) For n=s$+2, m= p&2, 0is$ and j=s$&i,
valk(apj+i, p(s$+2)+ p&2)=dp(s$+2)+ p&2&dpj+i&1.
(iii) For the others,
valk(apj+i, pn+m)dpn+m&dpj+i .
Proof. By ; p=#:1 , we have
; p&1=#&1+x#.
Since ( y+1) p&1= y p+ p&1i=1 (
p
i ) y
i,
y p=(#&1)+x#+ pz,
where z=& p&1i=1 (
p
i ) y
i. We treat the case n=s$+1 and m= p&1:
(x&ay)s$+1 y p&1
=xs$+1y p&1+ :
s$
i=0 \
s$+1
i+1 + (&1) i+1 ai+1xs$&iy p+i
=xs$+1y p&1+ :
s$
i=0 \
s$+1
i+1 + (&1) i+1ai+1xs$&iyi (#&1+s#+ pz).
From Lemma 9, (9), and (10), it follows
valk(ai+1(#&1))&(dp(s$+1)+ p&1&dp(s$&i)+i)=&1,
which implies (i). Moreover,
valk(ai+1)&(dp(s$+1)+ p&1&dp(s$+1&i)+i)0
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and hence, valk(ap(s$+1&i)+i, p(s$+1)+ p&1)dp(s$+1)+ p&1&dp(s$+1&i)+i . Since
pt+s<pe0 by (1), t= pv+s<e0 , whence valk(ap)&dp(s$+2)+ p&1>0.
Therefore for i, j with i+ j{s$
valk(apj+i, p(s$+1)+ p&1)dp(s$+1)+ p&1&dpj+i .
In similar manners, we can prove (ii) and (iii) for n{s$+1.
Let (t$h, l)=A(F )&1 TA(F ), then by (12) and (13),
t$pj+i, pn+m= :
jwn
irm \
r
i+\
w
j + tpw+r(&1)m&r \
m
r + (&1)n&w \
n
w+ .
We note for ip&2,
\p&2i +#(i+1) \
p&1
1 + (mod p).
Then we have
:
0ip&2 \
i
0+ tpj+i (&1) p&2&i \
p&2
i +
+ :
1ip&1 \
i
1+ tpj+i (&1) p&1&i \
p&1
i +
#(&1) \ :
0ip&1 \
i
0+ tpj+i (&1) p&1&i \
p&1
i ++ (mod p)
and
t$pj, pn+ p&2+t$pj+1, pn+ p&1 # &t$pj, pn+ p&1 (mod p). (16)
Let El, r be an elementary matrix unit (i.e., the (l, r)-entry=1, all
others=0) and I be the identity matrix. Then for xl, r # o and hlr<p2,
A(K)(I+xl, rEl, r) Eh, r=(ah, r+ah, lxl, r) Eh, r .
We note (15) holds if and only if A(F )&1 TA(F ) and A(F )&1 A(K) are
transformed into the same matrix by multiplications of appropriate
matrices (I+xl, rEl, r) with valk xl, rdr&dl . To prove (15) does not hold,
we show there are no such matrices (I+xl, rEl, r). In the following,
let l= p(s$+1)+ p&1 and r= p(s$+2)+ p&2. From the proof of
Lemma 10, it follows for h= pj+i with 0is$,
ah, l #\s$+1i+1 + ai+1(#&1) (mod ?ai+1(#&1)).
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Similarly we have
ah, r #\s$+2i+2 + ai+2(#&1) (mod ?ai+2(#&1)).
If ah, r+ah, lxl, r #0 (mod ?ai+2(#&1)), then
(i+1) xl, r #&(s$+2) a (mod ?a).
Therefore, for some i, ah, r+ah, lxl, r 0 (mod ?ai+2(#&1)), so put i=0
and hence, without loss of generality, we have
aps$, r 0 (mod ?a2(#&1)).
Moreover, from Lemma 10, we can take aps$, r+1=0 and aps$+1, w=0 for
ps$+1wr+1. Now we consider the left-hand side A(F )&1 TA(F ) of
(15) and by aps$+1, w=0, we can take
t$ps$+1, w=0. (17)
Since aps$, r+1=0 and aps$, r {0, we can take
t$ps$, r+1=0, t$ps$, r {0.
By (16), t$ps$+1, r+1 {0, which is contrary to (17), whence there is no matrix
X stated in (15). Hence, we can prove the next theorem.
Theorem 13. Assume p5. Let F=k(:) and K=k(;) be extensions of
degree p2 with valF (:&1)= pt+s (1s<p) and valK (;&1)= pu with
(u, p)=1, respectively. Then OF and OK are oG-isomorphic if and only
ci (F )=ci (K) for i=1, 2, s=1, t$(K)=u=t with (t, p)=1.
Proof.At first suppose OF $OK , then by Proposition 2 and Theorem 9,
ci (F )=ci (K) for i=1, 2, D(F )=D(K), and t=u. Further, from the con-
sideration before this theorem, we have s=1. Next we prove the converse
part. By (7), for h= pj+i,
dh(F)=dh(K)=[[( p2t+ p) j+ pti]p2]=[valK ((:1&1) j (;&1) i)p2].
Therefore, [(:1&1) j (;&1)i?dh | 0h<p2] is a basis of OK and
A(K)=A(F ). By [6, Theorem 7], OF $OK , which completes the proof.
Finally we have
Corollary 2. Assume e2p2. Then there exist extensions F and K
such that OF and OK are ZpG-isomorphic but not okG-isomorphic.
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Proof. Let :0 and #0 be units of o with valk(:0&1)= p2v+2p+2<e
and valk(#0&1)= pv+2, respectively. Let : be a p2th root of :0 and #1 a
pth root of #0 , and let F=k(:) and K=k(;), where ;=:#1 . Then by [8,
Corollary 29] with (1), ci (F)=ci (K) for i=1, 2 and so [3, Theorem 1]
implies OF and OK are Zp G-isomorphic. Therefore, by Theorem 13, we can
conclude Corollary 2.
The author wishes to thank the referee for his advice.
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